MPS VALUES: MPS CARES:

M
+1 dojo

P
+1 dojo

I exhibit good manners at all
times.
I show perseverance towards
my work and my
responsibilities. I don’t give
up! (including: diligence, 80%+ for
assessments, remedial work)

S

+1 dojo

I behave in a way which
ensures that MPS is a safe
and secure environment for
everyone.

C

I will show commitment to my
work and to my other
responsibilities.

I will show consideration to
my peers, teachers and
others. +1 dojo

A

I will act with kindness
towards others.

I will show acceptance of
others, even if they are
different to me. +1 dojo

R

I will show respect for myself,
my peers and teachers, other
children and adults, my
school, and my environment.

I have rights, but with these
come responsibilities. I will
take my responsibilities
seriously and will behave in a
responsible and caring
manner towards others.

+1 dojo

+1 dojo

+1 dojo

(including: recycling, reply slips)

E

+1 dojo

S

I will show empathy towards
others.

I will act in a way which
acknowledges the equality
of myself and my peers.

I will strive towards achieving
self-discipline.

I will act in a way that
encourages my peers and I
to develop a positive selfesteem.

+1 dojo

Additional:
 TODAY I was an MPS CARING CHILD: +2 Dojos

MPS LEVELLED CONSEQUENCES:
BEHAVIOUR

SANCTION/ CONSEQUENCE

LEVEL 1:
Any contravention of MPS CARES values, including:
Late coming, incomplete work/ homework, late for
class/lines, textbooks/stationery (or other requirements) not
at school, incorrect uniform (incl. haircut), incorrect voice
level, shouting out, not staying in line, not listening to the
speaker, untidy desk or appearance, impolite behaviour,
lack of effort/ commitment towards work, lack of
commitment towards responsibilities, fails to show empathy
and consideration towards others, leaves classroom or
learning area without permission, cell phone at school, does
not adhere to ball games policy, failure to attend extracurricular activity, not having Phys Ed clothes at school, not
returning a library book

APPLY STEPS 1-5






LEVEL 2: Examples of level 2 offences include:
Teasing, inappropriate language, back chatting/ defiance/
oppositional behaviour, disruptive behaviour (interferes with
others’ learning), discrimination (racist, sexist and
discriminating comments and behaviour), tells lies,
deliberate disruption of class,

1 infringement:
action (eg: apology – 1
dojo
2 infringements: - 1 dojo
Time out
3 infringements: - 1 dojo
Letter to parents (preprinted)
4 infringements: - 1 dojo
Call or email parents
5 infringements: - 1 dojo =
Parent conference & DT
APPLY STEPS 2-5



LEVEL 3: Examples of level 3 offences include:

One infringement = -2 dojos

APPLY STEPS 3-5

Fighting or hurting someone else (minor), verbal abuse,
harassment, intimidation (including humiliation), creates
unsafe environment for others, bullying (repeated behaviour
directed at an individual/s that is intended to cause fear/
distress/ harm to another person’s body, feelings, selfesteem or reputation), vandalism (minor), swearing, inciting
violence or bullying, refusal to submit to corrective
measures,



One infringement = -3 dojos

LEVEL 4: Examples of level 4 offences include:



Internal or SGB disciplinary
hearing
Possible in- or out-of-school
suspension
Community work
Mandatory intervention and
support

Theft, hurting another person, under the influence (or the
possession at school) of drugs, alcohol or cigarettes,
smoking on premises, arson, vandalism, sexual abuse, sexual
misconduct, threatening behaviour, involvement in gangrelated activities, possession of a dangerous weapon at
school, serious assault, cheating or copying in an FAT/ test/
exam.





Milnerton Primary 5 Step Discipline Plan
STEP:

CONSEQUENCE/ SANCTION:

1

Verbal warning. -1 dojo point.

2

-1 dojo point. Timeout (in the classroom)

3

-1 dojo point. Letter to parents (pre-printed)

4

-1 dojo point. Call/ email parents

5

-1 dojo points. DT + parent conference

6

Internal Disciplinary Hearing or SGB Disciplinary
Hearing. In- or out-of-school suspension.
Intervention & consequence/ sanction eg:
community work.

-5 dojo points = DT and parent conference
-10 dojo points (2 DTs) = Internal Disciplinary Meeting/ Hearing
-15 dojo points = SGB Disciplinary Hearing
Serious misconduct will results in an immediate SGB hearing.

No. of dojo
points
Multiples of
10

Reward
 Monster card given with corresponding multiple.
10, 20,30, 40,50, 60, 70, 80,90,100
 Visit Mr Coe

50

 Civvies
 50 Dojo points certificate at Assembly.
 Visit Mr Coe

100

 Civvies
 100 Dojo points certificate at Assembly.
 Visit Mr Coe

